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Adventures in time and space

SCIENCE FICTION
BOOKS et al.
From the robots of Isaac Asimov to the vision of cyberspace conjured by William Gibson, science fiction can both inspire scientific advancement and offer readers a glimpse into how today's technologies might fit into the world of tomorrow. Not to mention the fact that the fantastical story lines for which the genre is well known make for awfully fun reading. The prestigious Nebula and Hugo awards recognize outstanding new works in science fiction and fantasy, as nominated and chosen by members of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America and World Science Fiction Society, respectively. Here, we review the most recent winners and finalists for best novel for each of these awards.
Psychologist (the putative leader), and the Biologist (our narrator).
The team's first major discovery is an enormous underground structure very close to base camp that is chock-full of slime, fungi, unknown microfauna, mysterious undulating graffiti on the old stone walls, odd sounds and smells, and spore-blasting plants. As the story advances, we are led to believe that deep down the structure's seemingly interminable stairways lurks something quite strange and probably dangerous. It is not long before fear and paranoia set in, and any sense of cohesion or mission is lost when one of the scientists goes missing and another is found murdered.
Down by half, the remaining pair split up and individually, guardedly, trek to the lighthouse on the beach a half-day's hike away. They knew plenty about the lighthouse from their mission training; their trainers had told them that it was an important focal point that offered clues to the strangeness and degeneration of Area X. But we soon learn that there's a lot more to discover. Fortified and battle-scarred, the lighthouse holds the discarded journals of previous expeditions, which yield alarming information about the failure of earlier missions and the threats they faced.
Independent and introspective, the Biologist begins to believe that her perceptions are being altered and that she is metamorphosing (into what, she's not sure) as a result of inhaling spores in the underground structure. Cellular samples seem to change their identity when she looks at them under the microscope, and the wildlife she encounters begins to exhibit some decidedly human qualities.
Summoning the nerve to head back to base camp, she ventures on alone into the depths of the otherworldy underground edifice. There is indeed something down there, something of power, something more felt then seen, something drawing her on. Perhaps all life-forms in Area X undergo metamorphosis, evolution, repurposing; perhaps we all do.
When it comes to getting the science right, the book could have done a better job, and at times the story seems a bit loosely jointed. I would expect an experienced field biologist to know that a snake can be venomous, not poisonous, for example, and that both moss and fungi are eukaryotes. In an interview with The Guardian, the author said his series is "an examination of the dysfunction and absurdity found in human-created systems," so perhaps some of the mysteries will be clarified in books two and three of the series. VanderMeer is clearly trying for a mood of spookiness, dread, and unease, and he achieves it near the end of the book, as exemplified in the following passage: "it became an overwhelming hugeness in my battered vision, seeming to rise and keep rising as it leapt toward me. The shape spread until it was even where it was not, or should not have been." Perhaps this reviewer has read too much Lovecraft and Bierce, but I rarely got the delicious sense of creepiness I sought. Nonetheless, it is the 2014 winner of the prestigious Nebula award for the best science fiction novel and clearly has its fans among science fiction writers and the public.
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Coming Home is a bit like an archaeological dig for the reader who must piece together bits and pieces of information to understand why Earth's civilization, which had been going through a Golden Age, fell apart. The book follows Alex Benedict, an antiquities dealer, and his assistant, Chase Kolpath, who are in the midst of looking for the remains of ancient Earth when they are caught up in a mystery: A colleague has committed suicide, and a priceless artifact is discovered in his possession. To add to the book's suspense, the story also features a global effort racing to rescue the passengers of an interstellar transport ship that has been caught in a time/space warp. McDevitt's attention to detail makes this a good read. -Barbara Jasny After a failed exosapient convocation, human planets are invaded by alien beings. Overrun by superior technology, humanity comes under the control of two oddly aligned species working with corrupt leaders and corporations on Earth. Caine Riordan, a journalist turned operative turned diplomat, becomes the focal point of the human response as he tries to discover the reason for the invasion. Although the book is plagued with too many minor characters and combat scenes, Gannon creates intricate, intertwined story lines that match the complexity and cunning interspecies relationships. Caine's gradual extraction of the truth brings many interesting discoveries. -Marc Lavine Horror and intrigue unfold as an intrepid team of field scientists explores the mysterious Area X in Jeff VanderMeer's Annihilation.
